We develop logic and a subroutine (RCOSPP) to (t~) = 1-exp{ -rn(t~_~,t~) }.
t c (-m, 00)} with rate function A(t) = p + a cos(27r(ct + b)), (1991) and Lewis and Shedler ( 1976, 1979a 
When ac # O, the process is non-homogeneous.
The distribution function
of Ti given Ti -1 = ti -1 is F~,,q-,_,=,,-l(t,)= 1-exp{-rn(t,-,, Given p, a, b, c, t~_l and E, find t~.
Step O:
Step 1:
and Generate u -U(O, 1).
Step 2: Find the initial point X. using the logic of Figure  1 . Set j = 1.
Step 3: Find the next iterate using
Step 4: Stopping rule. 
Hence, for L = ti /ji the cdf of~i l~i -1 is the same aa the cdf of Ti given 
